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PRESIDENT ANSWERS PETITION
Cadet Colonel
Named Saturday
Xavier University H.O.T.C .
cadets chose their Honorary Cadet
Colonel during balloting this past
week, but the winner won't be
known until the crowning ceremonies at the annual military ball.
The five finalists, previously
selected at the Honorary Cadet
Colonel Selection Tea held at
Xavier on November 10, arc
Misses Mary Lee Herrmann, Our
Lady of Cincinnati sophomore:
Kati Hofmann, Mt. St. Joseph
junior; Nina Mitchell, Mt. St.

•Joseph freshman; Carol Korte, Mt.
St. Joseph junior; and Nancy
Coleman, Our Lady of Cincinnati
freshman. The selected girl will
serve as hostess for military receptions and ceremonies at Xavier for
the remainder c:if the school year.
This year's ball, featuring the
music of Buddy Morrow's orchestra, will be held Saturday, December 7, at the Cincinnati Convention
Center. At that time 21 Xavier
seniors will receive Distinguished
Military Student certificates.

......,,. s,,,,,,,,,,,.,,
~~,.,,.,_.,,

Ball~·

In this season of "Peace on Earth, Goodwill
Toward Men," the members of SPU, Students for a
Progressive University, will, "in an attempt to further
the cause of peace," sponsor a "Peace Ball".
The dance will be held Saturday, December 7, from 8:30 to
12:30 In the Armory and will feature music by the Hainbow Blues
Band and The Plumb Wine with
a light show by Inter Media Commurucations.
The highlight of the Ball will be
the Introduction of the girls vicing
for the coveted title of "queen of
Peace". The girl selected will be
inducted for two years active service as "Queen of Peace".
In addition to the selection of
the queen there will be "Peace
Booths" and such special guests
as General Hershey Bar and the
Perishing Hifles. Gen. Hershey Bar
will be accompanied by. or will be
wielding (whichever you prefer),

his ever' present and formidable
"Draft Board", while the Perishing
HIOes will conduct parade demonstrations whenever or If ever the
spirit moves them.
"The Peace Uallisaconstructive
alternative to the Military Ball,"
said Jack Wuest one of the event's
organizers. "The proceeds, a quarter donation at the door, will go
to the Main Street Bible Center."
Perhaps a fonn of "Creative
protest'', the Ball will give persons with similar views and interest
an opportunity to come together. Originally entitled "Anti- 1\1 llitary Ball," the name of the dance
was changed because the organizers wished to make the emphasis
positive.

Senior Gift
•
to Fund S C h 0 I a r S h Ip
•
•
•
.

The Semor Class gift committee held a kick off
meeting December 4 to begin their two week solicitation drive.
The 40 member committee,
headed by Bob Bartels, was dellberately formed to represent a
cross-section of all Seniors:
dormles, hoppers, area club members, athletes, and members of
most campus organizations.
Most Seniors have already been
contacted by letter, explaining that
person to person contacts will be
made through the committee memhers In the coming two weeks.
Those unable to donate cash can
sign pledge cards for delayed payments. Any Senior not contacted
should call Bob Bartels at 2813068, or can attend the next open
meeting at 1:30 Dec. 11, Hoom <.'.
This year's Senior Class gift is
without precedent: the committee
voted to establish a partial scholarship on a perpetual basis for studl!nts In need, with further stlpulalions yet to. be decided. No
monetary goal has been set; people
helping other people don't look for
acceptable minimums-and so in

this case, the sky's the limit. It's
hoped to better the largest gift to
date: 82264 donated by the Class
of 1963.
No source offunds will be overlooked. All those who entered in
the Class of 1969, and Evening
College students, will be contacted.
:·, ·.., •. ~
The News is willing to print
any letter that exhibits a gen·
eral interest to the Xavier
community. To giw! everyone
an ~qual opportunity to be
heard, we ask that you make
an attempt to limit yourself to
500 words. No letter will be
printed unless It Is signed,, but
names will be withheld on request. The letters may be given
to any member of the News
staff, dropped In the campus
mail, or slipped under thcdoor
in the dead of night. Deadline:
Monday al Noon. Thank you.
--·---------····

Masses to be Voluntary
Fines to he En forced
Acting on the recommendation of the religious
development committee, Rev. E. J. O'Connor, S.J.,
Xavier University chaplain, today approved achange
in the university policy regarding compulsory attendance for Catholic students at special Masses during
the school year.
In the future, the ii.lass of the
Holy Spirit, which regularly c.'Clebrates the opening of each new
scholastic year, and the l\lemorial
l\lass for deceased alumni, faculty
and students held in November will
be scheduled for student participation on a v.oluntary basis.
Classes will be held as usual on
the days of the voluntary masses.
This action by the religious development committee followed the
presentation of a petition, unanlmously adopted by the X av I er
Student Council, that compulsory
attendance at_ special Masses be
dropped as a university policy.
The Student Council move resulted
In a large percentage of students
boycotting a MemoriR1 Mass held
November 12 in the university
Fieldhouse.
The 10-man religiou!l develop-

mcnt committee is made up of four
administrators, four faculty memhers and two students and is under
the chairmanship of Rev. Thomas
G. Savage, S.•J ., chairman of the
deparbnent of English.
A second recommendation of
the Student Council proposed the
remission of fines incurred by those
students who did not attend the
November 12 Mass.
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., Xavier president subsequently has decided, after consultation with other administrators
and students, that the fines will be
assessed for unexcused nonattendance at the Mass Inasmuch
as the Imposition of a fine was the
rule of the university when the boycott action was taken.
He urged student leaders to accept the responsibility to encour-

age full student attendance in the
future at functions planned to
enrich their religious experience
on the campus.
Student Body !'resident Gene
Beaupre commented, "Some members of the community have construed the boycott as resulting in a
complete breakdown of communications and a consequent polarization of administration and students. This is only one issue,
however, and one issue doesn't
necessarily result in such a breakdown. We can still work toward
working together."
The alternatives left to students,
he explained, include not paying
the fine while continuing to submit
petitions, or paying the fines with•
an attempt to direct the fines to
specific projects, possibly asking
the administration to match the
funds. "A more detailed Investigation of alternatives Is underway."
He continued, "The question of
our response to the fine· Is still
open-ended. Whatever our response, we are searching for a
positive answer to the question."

OIA Backs Biafra
As part of its continuing "Food
for Nigeria-Blafra" Drive, the Organization
Interracial Awareness will hold a fund drive next
Thursday, December 12. A collection will be taken up in the grlll
and the cafeteria during the lunch
period. The proceeds will go to the
United Nations Children's Fund.
In 1967, students of 164 U.S.
colleges and universities responded
to news of the severe drought In
India by volunteering to raise
money for emergency famine relief.
The resulting "Food for India"
campaigns took the form, on most
campuaes, of omitting a meal and
contributing Its cost to the United
Nations Children's Fund. Theproceeds helped UNICl<~l? curb the
incipient famine in the droughtstricken area.
This year, with a bumper crop,
the emergency In India has been
relieved, at leasttemporarlly. However, UNICEF faces a new crisis
•In Nlgerla/Blafra, where civil war
has left millions of children and
mothers starving and homeless on
both sides of the fighting lines.
The millions of children and
mothers displaced bytheconstantly
shifting battle lines In Nigeria have
become the victims of extreme malnutrition as well as an Intensified
Incidence of many diseases. As of
late summer, the situation had
deteriorated to the point where the
death toll from starvation had
reached an estimated 6,000 deaths
per .day and was increasing.
"The choice of the lunch hour
for the collection was intentional,"
said "Food for Blafra" Chalnnan
Mike Barnas, S.J. "Hunger is~
pressing moral Issue today. About
a week ago we all gathered with

for

our families and thought of the
many we have to be thankful for.
Then we enjoyed a good meal together. At the same time in war-torn
Nigeria thousands of people were
dying and thousands more were
staying alive on a few cups of milk
a week. These people have no one
else to look to If we who have so
much turn them down."

A similar collection taken up at
the Sam & Dave concert earlier
this year netted $97. The Organization for Interracial Awareness
will discuss other money-making
projects for Blafra at its meeting
this afternoon. The meeting begins
at 3:30 at the Pied Piper. Anyone
Interested is more than welcome.

Thanksglvlrw In Ularra. Mu1kle11 will be holding a fund drive
for the war-torn African country December 12.
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Editorials

So What Did
the Boycott Prove?

Lettt~rs l.o the Editor
*
* , ,, 11·;11; ,, ~,,,,, of f'11nt* ...vr*
~,·,.,r,,

1
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Now that the major part of the boycott controversy
Dear Sir:
is over, little remains but the questions of what to do
Xavier News for Novemabout the fines, and what were the accomplishments berIn15thethere
was an article which
of the protest.
was headlined "Gilligan Quote RipPerhaps the fines should simply be paid, and, as ped Out of Context," and this was
as a "breach of journalisone of the alternatives outlines by SBP Beaupre sug- deplored
tic ethics." Yet in the same issue,
gests, students should work to see that the money as a report on the Xavier Comgoes in the right direction. Retroactive revocation munity Conference, the Xavier
of punishment for an outdated rule could logically News not only quoted me incorallow for the retroactive enforcement of another, rectly, but completely ignored the
accompanying context whose imwhenever a new regulation is made.
port was virtually the opposite of
This would be unreasonable if, as it has been that implied in the printed quote.
rumored, a decision had been made last spring on
My remarks were that (a)
the matter. But the recommendation for voluntary when a student first enters Xavier
masses made at the last May meeting of the Religious his competence in Xavier affairs
Development Committee never became more than a is zero (or close to it); ( b) as
he progresses thru school and berecommendation. The chaplain and other adminis- comes more acquainted with unitrators consulted and decided that since the next versity affairs he gradually acsemester's schedule had already been set, it would q ulres more competence; ( c) it
is the duty of the university to help
be best to wait a year.
him acquire that competence, so
Thus, voluntary masses were probably coming that by the time he graduates he
anyway, and to that extent, the boycott was unneces- will be an able representative of
sary. Nobody bothered to tell the students of the a great university.
Yet the News ripped a distorted
plans, however, and the boycott came.
and incorrect version of the first
If nothing else, it saved the recommendation from statement out of its context and
being buried for another year, but its real value quoted me as saying that "the comlay in what it revealed. The most important revelation petence of the students is zero." In
was of the confusion in the structure of the university. the first place, this is an incorrect
Students had little idea of the route for such a policy quotation, since "the students" presently at Xavier have already been
decision, and it seems doubtful that many adminis- here, on the average, approximatetrators themselves knew.
ly two years, and hence have
We learned, for example, that decisions on the already acquired considerable
But even more imporcampus religious life were to be considered by the competence.
tant is the general meaning and
RDC and their recommendation would be ma.de intention of the remarks. Unless
turned over to the Chaplain of the university. Ulti- one takes a deliberately negative
mately, therefore, questions of religious policy are to approach, the third statement is
be set by the chaplain with the consultation of the surely the most crucial, since it is
directed toward our essential task
RDC. And, therefore, compulsory masses, as matters , of
·developing the students' capaof religious policy, are in his hands. All is clear so bilities and competence.

far:

. ::

11111

Perhaps you can correct this

Dr. Henry Williams
Dept. of EconomlO!
\Ve are aware also that certain
comments of Dr. Ashmore, whiclr
had been made satirically, were
reported lileml/y. Our apologies
to hoth. Ed.

II'',,,__.,, t t

i 11
Dear Sir:
As an alumnus of Xavier, I feel
obligated to make some comment
on the "Mass boycott" mentioned
in your issue of Nov. 15. I ask
your pardon for discussing an issue which will doubtlessly be overexposed by the time this letter
reaches you. However, it was only
recently, and Indirectly (via the
New York Times) that I became
aware of the present situation.
I do not know the present state
of affairs at the university. At least
last year, I would have doubted
seriously the profit to be gained
from a boycott of this kind. Unless the situation has changed appreciably, it would seem to me
that such a move would only serve
to encourage further division between the administration and the
university populace. I doubt whether the ill-will caused would be
worth risking. Further, the national publicity which resulted
from the episode did little for the
reputation of the university. Resistance without the possibility of
effect e.'Ccept, possibly, the venting
of spleen on the part of those responsible would not seem to me
to be a responsible act.

..., n;tavlerRems

, ,,
George Edtir, Joe Rosenbtirger
MOJ)l'.R/\ l OR · · · · · · · · · · .... :'·. . . . . . . Thomas l" Y u
UUSINESSM\N\'CFJt
"
•· ong.
1
• •
• • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Jack ,Jt•ffrl!
' t
HEl'Ol1Tl·;1::; · · · · · · ·:\[;di ll«ycs, Bill J-i:wiutkowski, l'hris i':1roli11i
1;1111 :\J 11c11i11J.{. I '••It• Fitzg~r•tld, f't'I<• lk•rn;1 1 di
01.. t•ll !ln11a!n11 .., Bill Ues111111:d •.\lik•· f'i 1 :flt.•i:I

-----

Yours truly,

lli..,t 111·111•1/ 1111 ll1,tl1 Si1l1•s

When students fail to attend such compulsory reli- "quotation" so that when I run for
gious functions, the question becomes a disciplinary
problem and, as President O'Connor explained, ''is
no longer a matter for the RDC," but one for the
of said social function any person
office of the Dean of Men. But, since the Dean does Editor Xavier News:
In light of the increasing de- in an obvious (staggering, passed
not set policy, the decision goes to the president. This
mands by the students on this cam- out) state of inebriation. In order
presents a very neat problem: Is it or is it not a pus for some recognition on the to demonstrate the maturity of the
contradiction to say that the chaplain is to decide part of the administration of the Muskies this proposal is to be subif a religious function is to be made compulsory, students capabilities to handle re- mitted to a plebiscite of the
students and its enforcement to be
but that the president is to decide whether or not it sponsibility, I feel it is necessary contingent
upon its passing of this
is to be enforced? Can something be madecompulsory that some action be taken on the plebiscite by a two thirds majority
part of the students to show their
and not be enforced. It seems that the policy-making capability in this regard. The most of the vote cast.
power 1n religious matters has been taken out of the common feature in every criticism
It is my contention that such a
hands of the chaplain and carried very quietly of the maturity of the students of measure will reveal the present ma·
this campus has been the drunken turity of a majority of the Xavier
upstairs.
behavior of students at University Community. If a majority of the
Before the boycott, such inconsistencies lay hidden. social
functions. As an open sug- Muskies really desire lhe privilege
Now, we can learn to live with them, especially since gestion to Student Council, I sub- of passing out at Homecoming
the administration has shown a basic willingness to mit the following recommendation, then the present question of student
understand. Many administrators felt that the boy- Henceforth in attendance at all responsibility in any appreciable
must be regarded as a dead
cotters were trying to attain their goals through University social functions will be degree
ushers whose primary function will lette1· at this time.
threats, despite the fact that students had nothing to be the evlctlon from the premises
Michael A. Bohr '70
threaten with. With this attitude, the administration
could have stiffened and refused the students on all
counts, feeling that to comply with the petition would
involve a compromise of their authority. Yet the decisions were made on the basis of the issues and
l
not the supposed motives of the boycotters.
Bfe11ed i1 he who e:rpecb nothha~, for he shall rclways oet ''·
Whether there will be more boycotts will depend
upon the ability of the university to eliminate such ED11:0~-ll':l·Cl~IEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ... Mlchael,J. Uenson
l'.~)l'fOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dennis A. Hepcnning
confusion in the future. The questions of compulsory 1:fAN_~U·I.N?.
EXE<.;U1 I\ I!. 1'"DITOU . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . Joiw ~I. Dunphy
military science, retreat requirements, and curriculum COl•Y J<~DITOH . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . , ... , . , Tom Kes~lngcr
improvement will have to be answered more· clearly L.\ YO U'I' EDITt:iH . . . . . . . • . . . . , . . . . . , . , .• , Jim 1Jcil1tnd
in the future. The lines along which decisions are to Sl'OHTS EUIT•."H . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , , . . . . ,jack Murray
be made must be more sharply drawn. The student's ASSOCIA'fg EDITORS . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Wilhelr.,, Pat Kelley
CARTOONIST E::LlfTOH. . . , , ... ' : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' · Ch r I8 C' oug t11·m
feelings of importance are eased for the moment, CllWULATlO:--!
SECRI-!'l'AHY
. ' ... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' · · · · · · · • • · · · · .. John Doyle!
but if they sense that they are caught in the same
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . Rae.Jean Carr
game as before on issues of even more importance, PHOTOGRAPH~RS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seth Warner, ~buck I'relster
COLUMNISTS . . . . . . . . . . ·'.;Frank Leinhart, J. Hichard Hasue
the protests .will return.

·-· .M...TH

university.

the senate J will not be plagued
with such "uncontextual" remarks.
Also, this "quotation" may have
helped to give a false Impression
of the attitudes and achievements
of the community conference.
When properly managed and repoi·ted, I believe that a conference
of this kind can make an important contribution to the life of the

On the other hand, I was also
disturbed b,Y Fr. O'Connor's letter
to Gene Beaupre. While [ strongly
agree with the necessity of forming
a Christian community at Xavier,
I fail to see how this can be
achieved by force. The community must come together out of a
sense of common solidarity with
a belief ln the value of liturgical
celebration. Such a sense cannot
be externally imposed: it must
arise out of the personal experi·
ence of each member of the commu nlty. lf the motivation of the
Christian community becomes one
of fear (e.g., that of a fine) rather
than of loving response to the
Lord Jesus, the community, it
seems to me, becomes a denial of
the very mystery which it represents. And, in the final analysis,
little progress is made in the formation of true Christian com·
munity.
Thus, it would seem that there is
room for prayerful consideration
of the situation by all involved. It
is my hope that serious examination of the problem by all con·
cerned will eventually yield the solution which is most salutary for
all
segments of the Xavier
community.
Respectfully,
F. Michael Perko, S.J.
Weston College
•

'I II II II/,• N
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Dear I~ditor:
This is just a note to say
'"rhank you" to the 450 students
who attended both Masses in my
honor. Since I won't be able to
say this when I'm dead, I thought
I'd show my appreciation while 1
can.
You know, there are somecrnzy
rules in Life. If you go through a
red light, you get a ticket. If you
fail to pay your taxes, you go to
jail. If you don't go to class, you
fail. If you don't attend the Mem·
orial Mass, you pay.
It's too bad that the administration has to fall back on a monetary punishment to get students to
attend a spiritual exercise. But
then, how many students would
attend -- one half, maybe?
Again, than, you 450 students!
Respectfully,
2Lt Paul W. Fellinger, '68
Fort Sill, Oklahoma

-
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Th and Pl
Recent events surrounding the
compulsory Mass Issue underscored a fault common to administrators and students. Too often
Individuals become entangled In
ad lwmi11em arguments. 'l'hls delayed and complicated resolution
of the Mass issue, and even more
Important, was damaging to the
personal community we hope to
build at our university.
The Issue of compulsory Mass
was an objective problem. It involved specific principles and their
application to particular, concrete
circumstances. In this character,
the Issue admitted of solution.
There were valld arguments on
both sides that applied directly to
the Issue. For example, In favor of
the compulsory Mass, It was maintained that the university community should act together at some few
times during the year; that the university per se has the right and the
authority to require students to
attend such a function; that the
university can require attendance
at a Mass because It ls a Catholic
university; and that the university
can require attendance of students

. In The Margin

P111 Three

George Eder

because students cannot yet handle
Yet time and again valid argu- Issue out of Its proper context and
the responsibility for their religious ments were twisted out of their pressed it onto the sensitive level
convictions and they are attending perspective, the compulsory Mass of a personal confrontation. Sudthe university in order to be formed Issue was Inflated or ignored, and denly every man became cautious
Into mature adults.
the situation was construed to be and defensive, for no man enjoys
On the other hand, In favor of a major confrontation between ad- being openly challenged on what
voluntary Mass, it was argued that mlnistrators and students. Far too he is as a person. \Vhen the issue
a university community (even a often accusations were muttered by degenerated into this personal conCatholic one) gathers for educa- students that administrators were frontatlon, everyone had vested
tion, not worship; that sincere wor- lost in another generation and interests and no progress could be
ship cannot be coerced; and that couldn't understand, that they were made toward a satisfactory solustudents are mature enough to bllnd and narrow-minded. And far lion.
And second, these ad hominem
shoulder the responsibility for their too many charges were returned
religious convictions and behavior. by administrators that students arguments exchanged between adNow regardless of whether any were Inexperienced, rebellious, and ministrators and students have
of these arguments are convincing, power-hungry. Whenever such sown feelings of 111-wlll and misthey all are relevant to the com- charges were made (however dip- trust whose sour fruits may appear
pulsory Mass issue. They all lomatlcally ), and no matter who in the future. The willingness to
should have been considered inso- made them, they slung the Issue of thoughtfully discuss and rationally
far as they affected the solution of compulsory Mass into a muddy resolve our problems may have
the issue. Thus the maturity of the fray of individual name~alling. been weakened. And the personal
students should indeed be ques- They were pointless arguments that • respect of administrators and stutioned, but just In order to deter- dld nothing but confuse the Issue dents for each other may have
been diminished.
mine whether they can shoulder and anger people.
Yet these two elements - an InThere were two serious effects
their own religious convictions.
And the attitude of the adminis- resulting from these ad hominem telligent approach to Issues, and a
trators should be examined, but arguments. First, they made It very personal respect for each other only in order to judge their au- difficult for administrators and stu- are essential if we are to create a
thority and understand their in- dents to rationally assess and re- living, growing university comtentions in this religious sphere. solve this issue. For the ac/ munity. Ad lwminem arguments
lwmi11em accusations twisted the have no place among us.

Regular December ~ting of
St. Thomas More Pre-Law Society will feature talk on Law and
Law-school by Rev, Patrick D. McAnany, S.J., professor of law at
St. Louis University School of
Law, St. Louis, Mo. 1:30 P.M.
Cash Room, Logan Chemistry
Building on Friday, December 13,
1968.
Fr. McAnany will hold interviews with all interested in law and
particularly any interested in St.
Louis University School of Law:
In the Cash Room: Before the
meeting from 12.30, and after the
meeting until 4 P.M..

.Frank Leinhart

Revolution-Church Hierarchy I

All animal consciousness acts
to bring the environment into tune
with the self, or the self into tune
with the environment. Human consciousness must adjust to a special
sort of environment, society. Simple
animal consciousness differentiates
the physical self from the physical
environment. Human consciousness goes a step further, dlstlnguishing the personal sell from the
personal non-self, but also recognizing their fundamental equity,
and their common opposition to
the physical environment. Essentlally, the attempt to communicate
constitutes the origin of human or
symbolic consciousness. While the
subject of this communication is
no doubt physical need, the addressor must recognize tnll aadressee as more than simple environment but less than self. In
other words, as person.
The significance of all this is
simply that communion with one's
fellow man constitutes the very essence of the personal self. The physlcal self needs security with respect
to water, food, and so on. The
personal self needs security with
respect to its communlonwlthother
persons. In other words, the personal self must feel worth or selfrespect.
Since it is from society that man
acquires all notion of value, selfesteem cannot be radically different
from the esteem of other persons.
Of course there ls no way of telling
from which person or group of
persons a man will acquire his
basic value & structure. But the
point Is that value structure Is acquired from other persons, so that
no man can have self-respectwhlch
is totally separate from society's
judgment of him.
Three factors arethenoperatlve.
First, the value structure of society.
Second, \ts internalization oy the
Individual. Third, the Individual's
self-image, his evaluation of how
well he measures up to his own
value structure. Dignity ls a man's
conviction that what he ls and what
he should be are pretty close. Pride
makes them Identical. Humility
leaves a healthy gap. But extreme
disparity between man's view of
what he should be and what he
actually 1 generates alienation. He
1
cannot make what he ought to be
conform to what he la, unleas he
respects the value tructure of that
1
part of society from which he acquired this view, and therefore all
hope of communion with that
group of peraons.
'l'hus, such a man mustseehlm1elf a1 evil, turn Inward with a
vengence, and wreak havoc trying
to conform what he 11 to what he
ought to be. If he succeeds, he

loses all sense of self. This was the stinctive physical reaction, a
only way that the early American manipulation of the environment.
Negro could adjust to his environ- The more egoistic human consciousness becomes, thelesshuman
ment.
and more animal it becomes. It
If, on the other hand, a man could be argued that since to talk
retains both self-identity and a is to establish one's dignity, the
value structure totally separate egoistic consciousness which does
from it, his consciousness becomes
all the talking attains greater digintroverted and accusing. He be- nity. Not so. Aside from the fact
comes alienated from what he is by that language could never be acguilt. In short, the establishment quired in the first place only by
of that sort of consciousness which talking, man could never become a
we have termed egoistic keeps the
person after he learns to talk if
peons in line not by physical op- every utterance yielded immediate
pression, but by enlisting the souls
satiation. The world would remain
of the oppressed as allies.
only self and no.n-self, needs and
Remember that the stability of satiations, leaving no room for the
society is based on the attunement development of person. 'l'he essence
of its parts. Three weeks ago we of man is found in his communion
treated the hierarchical organiza- with his fellow men. And comtion of sacred society; each level munion can never be merely imhas consciousness of subordinate perative.
levels only as conforming to its
For those who exercise egoistic
will, and of superior levels only as
consciousness, to the extent that
models to which its will should
they exercise it they remove themconform. While no one likes to
selves from the company of their
follow orders, being absolutely
fellow men. Power corrupts, etc.
obedient is not so uncomfortable
If one man's word is another's
if, by the same authority, one can
command, communication disapalso be absolute despot.
pears, and each becomes less of a
So we see that at each level, person.
absolute subservience has been
made palltable by coupling it with
But our concern in treating
absolute exercise of power. Except revolution Is not with egoistic but
of course at the lowest level, which with subservient consciousness,
is merely dominated by everyone which can be either so extreme as
above, anu no one below to domi- to result In loss of self or merely
nate. Alienation of the masses is involve an alienation of self from
the driving force of revolution. If its actions.
our analysis is correct, why has
First, the Institutional Church
not revolution occurred?
makes a virtue of humillty -- total
Let's back-track and re-examine surrender of self. Humility, love of
the essence of man. We noted that one's neighbor as much as one's
man developes distinctively human self, recognition that one ls not as
consciousness when he becomes good as one could be but not
conscious of the personal, of the totally depraved either, ls lndlsfundamental equality of self with penslble to community. But
other selves. When a baby makes humility has been perverted Into
his first attempt at communication an organizational principle, calling
( If there Is a discretely first at- for not Just a healthy gap between
tempt), he impllclty recognizes a what one should be and what one
unique bond between addressor is, but total surrender of self. In a
dnd addressed, distinct from the word, the self la nothing. Second,
subject of communication, what- for those who still retained some
ever physical need that may be. pride, their consciousness could be
In short, to communicate ls to es- still further downward the scale to
tabllsh the dignity of self. To Jlsten the non-believers. ,J1111t as one batch
ls to recognize the dlgnltyofothers. of Immigrants ls always the most
This principle Is notjustaplatltude, bigoted with respect to the next, so
but Intrinsic In the deepest pay- the lowest echleons of religious
chologlcal orlgln11 of penon-hood. society arethe most ardent believers
We termed that sort of conthat their sect alone wlll attain
sclousneaa which brings the world heaven. The white establishment
lnto tune with 1elf egolatlc, and could maintain the self-reepect of
that sort which conforms to the · the poor whites by advocating that
world 1ubservlent. Thia works ftne they give clothing and money to
on the almple anlmal level. But we Negroes no poorer than themhave allo seen that CC\uallty i1 selves. Llkewlae, Christianity orsomehow presumed by the com- ganlzed rrJBBlon collection to buy
munlcative enence of man. So to pagan babies.
These two factors, the creation
the extent ~1~t communication Is
Imperative, 1 lvlng orders, It ap- of penonalltles which could In fact
proaches the ~:hlldlsh mentality. An 101e con1clousness completely
order Is l l i more than an In- through subservience, and the ra-
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diation of surplus consciousness
through missionary activity have
stabilized the Church. One somewhat indirect but deeply rooted
aspect of the surrender of consciousness remains to noted -- the
mystical tradition of the Church.
If ever the imperfection of pride
could be harnessed as missionary
activity ( if a man had to feel
superior to someone, he could always go and preach to the natives),
what of the perfection of humility?
Perfect humility of course represents the best possible attunement
of the individual to society, and
any further change would be not
only superfluous but harmful. This
mode of consciousness is contemplation of the order and rightness
and goodness of things - which
is much the same as no consciousness at all, because consciousness
arises to conform the self to the
world or the world to the self, and
disappears when this tension disappears. Private prayer goes ala ng
with this sort of thinking. Now as
long as a person dares to pray for
particulars, he is nottruely humble,
for he dares to decide what particulars are best for him. If on the
other hand he merely accepts all,
he has found perfect attunement
with the universe. This follows
closely the Oriental tradition that
if a man gives up all caring, both
for pain and pleasure, he will attain transcendence of matter toward the Infinite beyond. The
Pope's guidance by the Holy Spirit
is clearly mystical, as well as the
over-emphasis on private prayer.
Not that prayer 111 Impossible.
But prayer to a transcendent God
Is communication with a God
separate from self. Since God Is
everything, man Is nothing. To this
way of thinking, God ls a being to
be compared with man, rather than
the ground of eslstenceofall things.
As long as the transcendence of
God could be emphasized, and the
Immanence of God In man played
down, than such total sense of
nothingness could be generated In
the mind of the believer as to create
a total lose of self. Since man essentially cannot talk back, the drive
to communicate Is directed In
mysticism.
But today the world ls no longer ripe for missionary activity, It
111 either Christianized or ao entrenched In a local religion as to
be more or leas unconvertable. As
a result, there has been a dehnite
break-down of the In-group feeling
that this or that group alone will
attain heaven. The world la moving toward community. Dialogue
demands that the sacral society
must, In the process, dismantle the
machlnary of egoistic consciousness. How does thla Involve a

changed view of God?
Traditionally, since the transcendence of God was emphasized
at the expense of his immanence,
man was nothing in comparison
with him. The fallacy of this sort
of thinking lies of course in the
fact that since man's very existence
is grounded in God, the two cannot
be compared. If Christ became
man, it was not so much to make
divinity immanent in human nature, as to atone for original sin.
Original sin was just the other side
of the coin on which the redemption was stamped. It was also the
means by which a sort of practical
hypocrasy could be justified theoretically. So far we have dealt only
with the pride of mission activity
and the mysticism of total humility.
As a matter of fact, not all surplus
energy could be absorbed by the
Church; quite a bit went into the
traditional indulgence of wine,
women, and song. So what if man
dissipated his life? If the European
priest was a man of the Church,
he was also a man of the world,
and knew how to shrug his shoulders at the awful effects of original
sin. The point Is that since man
was naturally evil, it was only
natural to sin with his body, provided he confessed with his mind
afterward. Thus we have a more
or less complete model of sacral
society, complete with backroom,
and even that somehow wonderfully harmonious with the rest.
But It was exactly In the backroom of concupiscence thatthepsychologlcal cracks of alienation
began to occur. It was always apparent that the code of ethics professed by the Church seemed somewhat out of tune with reality -- for
Instance, that a man should go to
hell equally for eating meat on Friday as for murder. But officially
the Church could explain this discrepency between what was and
what should have been by appeal
to the double nature theory. Natural law Is consistent with man's
nature as It was before the fall, and
very little or the obvious hankypanky which would go on If all
men had their true nature. But
maO:s nature had been clouded,
there was therefore a little bit of
lechery In us all, because you see
man "hadn't quite been himself"
since the fall of Adam. The theory
covered up the external cracks. But
the Internal cracks, the alienation
of the Individual from himself,
reached deep Into hi• plaster Ideal.
Probably things could have limped
along for several eons however,
had there not been an added stress
on the Individual's 1elf-lmage. This
wa1 none other than the confe11lonal.
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Stati11ti1!11 Tell A Big Stor"; BG Wins
By JACK MURRAY, New1 Sport1 FAlltor

By JACK MURRAY, Nen Sport1 Editor
SHINNERS GETS REWARD
John Shinnl'rs, on Monday, Novl'mber 25, 1968 was named to the Newspaper Enlerprise Association's firsl IPam all-America. He became thl' first
all·Ameriean in Xavil'r hislory.
Murray Oldennan (taleline New York)
wrote the nalionally syndicated slory on
lhe NEA picks. He wrole:

That made It 11 times In the
pa1t 12 yean the Mu1keteen the lone victory wa1 a 7-8 verdict
over Cincinnati In 1982 - have
failed in their la1t game when on
November 23, they were rolled
over by the Bowlliw Green Falconi, 44-14.
It wa1 a bad day all the way
around for X. Individual and team
records withstood assault; an 80
yard drive by BG proved a big
factor; a second stringtallback had
his best game ever; and XU came
up with a bad case of fumblltls;
and BG kept up its winning tradition.

In tliis the year of OJ. tlie end of the
first C'l'ntur:r of collegiate football, John
Only Alabama, with an .860
Sliinnl!rs, too, cnn be 1\ll-Amcrican. M eaning, lalenl, not publicity, is a pre-requisile. percentage, has a better wlnniiw
record than Bowling Green over
On lhe NEA's slar studded card Xavier the past decade. The second place
appears surrounded by instilutions like Falcons have an .812. This sea-·
Noire Dame, Ohio S1a1e, Tennessee,_ USC, son BG finished at 6-3-1.
and so on. Xavier is the smallesl college
The BG-XU series has been
somewhat of a mismatch. The Fallisled.
John Shinners
Therl' are no statistics kepi on offensive cons hold a six to one edge over
the Musketeers. And the games
linemen, so Shinners must have meritPd lhe award on his fine all around
have not been close:
In 1943
piny. As head coach Ed Biles said, "I can'I think of a worthier guy. First of BG 40, XU O; '46 BG 33, XU 6;
all John is an outstanding athlete. He has everything a gre11t offensive lineman '57 BG 16, XU O; '63 BG 26,
shoudl have - size, speed, intelligence and good extension."
XU 15; '64 BG 35, XU 7; '68
With ull the whirlwind aclivity John rxperi~·nced on lhnt Monduy - from BG 44, XU 14. Xavier's lone victhe time he was taken out of class for some picturetaking to the l11sl television tory was in 194 7, 2-0.
interview - he still found time lo make Couch Bile's last team meeting. Upon
"It was more our own play
arriving he was greeted with applausr from his teammntes. He offered the than anything they did to us",
· usual plutiludcs aboul how much lhe coaches and "You guys'' helped him remarked XU coach Ed Biles.
win this honor. "I sincerely mean this."
Quarterback Jerry Buckmaster,
"Bring selecled All-American is beyond my wildesl expectations," said the with less than a minute left In the
6-3, 250 pounder, who talks to strangers as if they were old buddit'S, "I had half, threw a perfect strike to the
speedy Waller, running a Oy patno idea this would happen."
tern, good for 51 ya~s down to
Now John is almost assured of going high in the coming pro draft. "I the BG 22.
don't care what team drafts me. I <'an't say I can sucetoed in the pros but
After hitting Waller with 12 yd
I'll be trying all the wuy. Whenever I watch a pro game 11nymore I watch pass, Buckmaster carried the final
the line piny. And believe me it is rough."
1O himself. He then hit fullback
Does John have uny acquaintances with pros? "Well, of course I know Dale Mutryn for two points.
Dan Abramowicz. I met Bob Skoronski when he came lo our high school Xavier 14, Bowling Green 10 at
halftime.
lo speak." Shinners home is just outside of Milwaukee.
·
"First half for fun, second half
Doing a little reminiscing Shinners, a smile almost always creasing his
for keeps,"- was X's rallying cry
faL·e, said he had no idea that he would he dt>slined for stardom. "Why when
this year. The crowd - even the
I wus in grade school I was short and fat," ,John jokingly said.
ones disguised as emply seats -Growing four inches aud gaining 20 pounds 111 Campion Prep in Prairie settled back with thoughts of a
de Chien, Wisconsin, Shinners procecled lo learn football under a "great Xavier romp In the second half,
coach. He taught me finessl'S and the techniqut'S of playing the line." John and watched Clearance Mitchell
Jive with the ~U band.
was an apt pupil for he made 3rd team All State.
Why did the big fellow choose Xavier over other big name schools? "When
That gift touchdown, recapped
Biles, "was the worst thing that
I visited the campus I liked the way the players treated one another. They could have happened to us. We
were a tight nit group; yet there were no cliques. And I have never regretted went Into the locker room flguri'ng
my decision."
we could pull anything we wanted
.John could almost set up his own publicity system. His father is the Pub- to."
lisher of the Hartford, \Vis. Times Press. As a freshman he worked part time
In Xavier's six wins this year
in the Sports Department of the Cincinnati Enquirer. He has a sports show It has outscored its opponents 100
on WCXU 6:20 every Monday-Thursday. He is a Communieation Arts to 31 In the second half. While
Major. And has aspirations of becoming a sportswriter, after pro football of the four loses X has been outscored in the second half 72-10.
that is.
Biles figured that the "key to the
One M Shinner's biggest assets, as noticed by scouts and wrilers all over,
game was Bowling Green's 80
is his mobility. "People tell me that I'm fast for a lineman. I don'I know. yard drive at the beginning of the
You know I have Out Oeet," he chortled. I do run the 40 in five seconds." third quarter."
"Playing with a good team and good coaches has helped me. Also the
BG ran 12 plays in the drive,
more competition there is the better you play. I hate dirty football."
mpped by a pass from Sophomore
Does it bother linemen not to get the recognition from lhe press? John Quarterback Vern Wireman, fillsays that the personal satisfaction of doing your job well is more than enough. ing in for the: injured "Mr. Everything" P. J. Nytray, to spilt end
"I was happy to be 11 part of our consislent ground offense that, up until the
Eddie Jones. ( X ran 10 plays
lasl game, we had rhis year." the whole quarter. )

Some of the big highlights of John Shinners Career at X:

,.

• Winning a place on Daytons all-Opponent team as a -sophomore.
• The upset of Miami, 7-6 in his junior year.
• Having special plays to take advantage of his blocking skills.
("The ninety screen left" to Dick Barnhorst as Big .lohn leveled enemy
in his palh; and how many limes do you !lee u lineman in the backfield, as
John was in goal situations.)
• Having UC's Milt Balkum publicly laud John for his outstanding sportsmanship.
• Being named to NEA All-America learn.
• Invited to North-South College All-Star game on Christmas Day.
• Invited to All-American Bowl in Tampa, Fla. on January 4.
• Possibility of receiving another All-America honor.
I lere is what Ed Biles said of Xavier's fir,;t all-American: "John is a fine
person uml most deserving of the honor. The students should all he proud.
:\nrl this is a great trilmll• to the ,Jesuits."

Di11ee11 111 Do,vl To••
Defensive tackle Denny
Dineen has accepted an Invitation to play in the annual
North-South College All-Star

football bame to be held on
Christmas Day in Miami,
Fla. He joins All-American
John Shinners on the North
squad.

The hero of the drive, and the
day, had to be second string tailback Roger Murray, who started
this game. He carried seven of the
12 plays for 44 yards. The big
play being his 19 yard run Into
X territory.
The slow but powerful back
carried only 26 times for 111 yds.
prior to that day. Against XU
he was 20 for 91.
Xavier fumbled ftve times, losing the ball twice, In the end zone
for BG scores.
For the entire second half the
Musketeers were never In Bowling
Green territory.
And one reason was XU's
ground attack, which netted 13
yards.
Dick Barnhorst needed six catches to break Dan Abramowicz's
single season record of 50. He
caught three while being guarded
closely, and knocked down by BG
cornerback Jerry Machovlno.

"I wa1 in a daze," 1aid Barny,
"And nobody would tell me what
wa1 going on - what rotation they
wereu1lng."
Al Ippollto needed a 42 yard
punt average again1t BG to break
George Wiison Jr. 's single season
average of 41.6. lppi averaged
36.; for the game.
"I broke my ribs on a first
quarter kickoff return," said Ippolito. He was wheeled off the field
1>n a stretcher in the fourth quarter after being examined by his
father Dr. Ippolito of Cleveland
Brown fame.

"Still its been a good year for
u1," 1ald Eel Biles. Comidering
the injuries and our bad start I'm
proud or the way the boys came
back."
"We were too high all week
long, and nothing seemed to go
right for us. We wanted that game
bad."
You know I have a 603 winning record at Xavier and that
ranks with the twenty-ftve best
coaching records in the nation,"
pointed out the diminutive coach.
Xavier wlll need all of Ed's
coachhJB ablllUes to pull through
next years rugged test.
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Make The Joy Of The Season Last A Lifetime ....

WASSERMAN
JEWELERS

Sales and Sales Management
Training Program
This Pr~gra.m ~s designed to d,evelop young college graduates for
careers tn ltfe insurance sales and sales management. It provides
an initial .training period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a
Home Office School) before moving into full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are found
qualified. for management responsibility are assured of ample
opportunity to move on to such work in either our field offices
or in the Home Office after an initial period in sales.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities
,for those accepted.
., Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:

James H. Farrar
Willard,:w. Van Epps, c. L. u.
Thursd~y, December 12, 1968

Co~~~g;i;ut- Mritliat Life ·

INSURANCE COMPANY •'HARTFORD• The Blue Chip Company• Since 1846
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LOCKER ROOM

Seniors Sa11
It ii II
By JACK MURRAY
News Sports F.dltor
In the locker room before the
last football game of 1968, on
Saturday November 23, Coach Ed
Biles said to his players, coaches
and managers, "Seniors this Is
your day. As I call your name If
you have anything to say please
say It."
Biles called the roll:
John Kasselman: The linebacker, sitting on the training table
lifting his head as he spoke, "This
Is the third team I've played on.
But neither of those teams had the
unity nor the team spirit of this
one. And one of those teams Is
going to the Rose Bowl If they win
today."
Chris Nicolini: The substitute
center thanked the team for a great
four years.
John Shinners: The all-American guard, sitting on a pop machine, determinedly Injected, "I'll
give you 100% If you give 100%;
that way we'll all be doing our
best. And there is no way we can
lose."
Bob Holllfieid: "Let's just go
out and beat the --- out of them."
Lee Roy DeShazor: Pacing up
and down and pounding his fists,
"Just go out and bust'em. That's
all it takes."
Billy Waller: With tears streaming down his cheeks, helmet in one
hand and the other hand clenched,
standing straight as a Marine
sargeant, "I love football and I
love this team and there is no way
there're goln to beat us. We gotta
win."

· Tom Krallman: ·Speaking at
length he expressed that this is the
last time he would play football
and that this game would stick in
his mind better than any other. "I
not only want to win for the
coaches but because I don't want
to have to live with this on my
mind."
Otto Gramke: "This is my 13th
year of football and it all went too
fast and I can't believe its over. I
want to make this, my last game,
my best game."
Dan Daly: "This has been a
heckuva team all year long. I
know the seniors want to win and
I know the rest of you do too."
Tom Kiebach: The most compact yet the most meaningful statement: Little rivers of desire dripping
down his face, "You guys know
how I feel."
Dick Barnhorst: He thanked the
coaches and expressed his desire
to win.
Al Ippolito: "We can break a
record as Xavier's most productive
team ever and we can win the most
important game of our lives."
Denny Dineen: Expressed thanks
and appreciation to the coaches,
as did manager Joe Cail and student trainer Gary Ploehs.
After a moment of unrehersed
silence, Jerry Mouch sat down on
the floor, "I don't know how you
guys feel but If you don't have any
feeling for these coaches, for our
managers, right down to Baldy
(Ray Baldwin) . . . then please
take off your uniforms and don't
play today. If you don't have any
feeling for a great bunch of seniors,
Waller, Shinners, DeShazor ... ,
then please don't go out there."
Biles, pacing before his troops,
waring a white windbreaker and a
clip board under his arm, "Dammit
your my team; you know I love
ya, So let's go out and win."

A student Handball (singles)
Tourney will begin on Dec. 10 and
all those interested please sign up
by Dec. 6 over at the Im office,

P111 Five

KENTUCKY KRAJACK'S. TYPE OF TEAM
Hall Stars In llrubbing
By JOHN PRICE
News Sports Reporter
Exhibiting the form that has them
rated number two in the nation, the
Kentueky Wildcats opened up a 22
point halftime lead and coasted to
an easy 115-77 vietory over hapless Xavier.
This is a typieal Adolph Rupp
team - they like to run, they crash
the boards, play excellent defense,
and abo\•e all, they shoot with radar.
Built around all-American candidates
Mike Casey and Dan lssel, the Wildcats play like a machine. On offense
they are constantly moving, and
should they miss a shot, the second,
third, and fourth attempts are rarely
absent. On defense they guard like
shadows and are content lo let lssel
and Casey set up the fast break.

It was a dejected Coach George
Krajack who readily acknowledged
the outstanding play of the Wildcats following his second thumping
at the hands of Rupp's charges.

"I would have to say that Kentucky is the best operating team in
the country," admitted Krajack.
"Everyone knows they have great
talent and outstanding sh~oters, but
I think they're long suit is rebounding - everyone on that team crashes
the boards with reckless abandon."
Starting a season against Kentucky especially at 1..A!Xington is a
monumental chore for any team, but
Krajack wasn't making any excuses
for the play of the Muskies.
"Certainly I'm disappointed with
the game; I thought that this year
our team was stronger 1111 around,
and I expected a much more comp~
titive game."
Early in the first half it appeared
as though the game would be mueh
more competitive than anyone
expected. UK wasn't embarassing
the Muskies as their lead wavered
between 10 and 15 points. But after
XU center Luther Rackley cut his
hand on the second of three goallending calls against him, the Wild-

cats busted to a 20 point advantage.
Joining Rackley in a unit which
started both halves were Tom Rohling, Tom Schlager, John Zeidas, and
Joe Gromada. It was Xavier's cold
shooting and sluggish floor play
more then the UK defense which
proved to be the Muskies downfall
in the first half.
"They had a good defense, but I
couldn't call it their biggest asset,"
said Krajack. "We just didn't shoot
well. I know we're better then 323
shooters."
In the XU zone defense Schlager
was forced lo defend against (ssel,
and Tom got into Orst half foul trouble. Krajack replaced him with Terry
Sillies playing his first varsity game.
When asked if this wasn't a demanding assignment for the sophomore,
Krajack replied, "He's Schlager's
back-up man so I had to use him.
It was a tough situation but I had
confidence in Terry."
Working from the high post,
Casey was 11 brilliant performer all
night. He seemed lo be the favorite
of the fans as they cheered

move he made. His 29 points tied
him for game scoring honors with
lssel. He also contributed 13 rebounds and five assists in an outstanding season debut. His effot1s
drew a standing ovation from the
crowd of 9500 when he left the game
with 5:29 remaining. Krajack called
him the" complete ballplayer."
The only bright spot in a toially
dismal night for the Muskies was
the fine play of junior guard Chris
Hall. Coming off the bench in the
second half Hall hit six of ten shots
while scoring a team high of 17
points. Even more impressive was
his playmaking which the Muskies
were sorely lacking most of the night.
Expressing his pleasure with Chris'
play, Krajack said, "He was certainly the most pleasant development
of the night. He kept his head and
showed a lot of composure."
The statistics certainly supported
the final score. Kentueky shot a blistering 513 and oulrebounded Xavier
71-52. Tom Rohling grabbed 19 rebounds lo pace XU while Rackley
had 14.
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P111 Six

Faculty Viewpoint Varies
The recent student boycott of the Memorial !\-lass has created a
sensation throughout the university community. The News was wondering what effect this might have as a future trend. We therefore put the
following question out to members of the faculty and administration:
NOW THAT THE COMPULSORY MEMORIAL MASS HAS
BEEN MADE VOLUNTARY, DO YOU THINK THAT THE
STUDENT BOYCOTT OF THAT MASS WILL HAVE ANY
LONG-RANGE EFFECTS?
Rev. Edward B. Brueggeman, S.J., Chairman, Department of Theology
Or. Robert Ashmore, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J., Academic Vice-President
Rev. Lee J. Bennish, S.J., Assistant Professor of History and Political
Science
Rev. Philip F. Quinn, S.J., Instructor in Theology
Rev. Clifford S. Besse, S.J., Assistant Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Mr. Henry Williams, Lecturer in Economics
Fr. Edward B. Brueggeman
attempts to attain such wisdom
Father Brueggeman feel a pos- might be good. In pursuit of this
itive point of voluntary Mass is idea, I would suggest another efthat people will now be asked more fort at discussion similar to the
to do these things on their own. Community Conference, though
perhaps not identical with it.
Pointing out the negative aspects
Father remarked, "But Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan,S.J.
To the question, Father said,
people often take the lJne of less
reslstence, and these people will not "Of course there will be effects
go and will tend to forget their link primarily a probable decline in
with the past."
the number of students attending
Always having advocated vol- the Mass. Whether students will
untary Mass, Father told the be influenced to attend voluntarpriests he taught, never to give ily waits to be seen. The Religious
Mass as a penance because attend- Welfare Committee realizes thatthe
attitude depends on individual ciring Mass is a privilege.
cumstances. The general sentiment
The major problem, as Father of the Faculty favors a compulBrueggeman sees it, is for people sory Mass; that of the students
to see Mass attendance as a favors a voluntary Mass. Let's
privilege.
say the goal remains the same,
Dr. Robert B. Ashmore
but the means will be different."
In a sense, the boycott is going Rev. Lee. J. Bennish, S.J.
to make all parts of the university
Father Bennish contained his
community more sensitive to the remarks to the second part of the
possibillty of a breakdown in com- question, "Do you think that the
munications which many felt oc- student boycott of that mass will
curred prior to the boycott. It may have any long range effects?' He
even have the long-term effect of related this to two points of the
defining more explicitly the locus Preamble of the Proposed Joint
of authority in the university for Statement on Rights and Freevarious decisions, which seems to
doms of Srudents which states that
have.been a problem in the minds
"Academic institutions exist for the
of many prior to the boycott. Al- transmission of knowledge, the
though I attended the Mass, I pursuit of truth, the development
could appreciate the point of view
of students, the general wellbeing
of the student who felt he had ex- of society." The second point was,
hausted every established proce"Students should exercise their freedure with no apparent rt>Solution
of the problem. This is not merely
to say that the decision was not
one that he liked, but that he was
not aware that a decision had been
made, and who was the one in the
position to make it.
So, if there is a salutary longterm effect, it may be to establish
on a permanent basis the opportunity for direct communication
and confrontation between the various parts of the community - students, Faculty, and administration.
I think the Community Conference was a step in that direction.
I think students placed on a university committee is another step.
The early morning breakfasts
would be another.

dom with responsibility."
Father said that responsibillty
of freedom Is related to the above
four reasons for the academic institution. He felt that It is "freedom
for something" as contrasted to a
"freedom from something."
He further stated that a second
problem is in securing an acceptable meaning for the term "responsibility" applicable to the entire
college community. He hinted that
there was a dangerous trend
toward an Orwellian "Newspeak"
approach present in the definition
of"responsiblllty."
After all this, he asked, "Is the
boycott a responsible act of freedom" In the academic .community,
and answered that future actions t\lchemyst president Ed Yokeley presents chemistry awards to John
must be made under the guidance Brill and Jerald Skowronski.
of the four reasons for the academic institution.
He concluded by noting that
students must be willing to accept
responsibility and repercussions
for their actions.
Rev. Phillip Quinn, S.J.
Father Quinn felt that there will
be few long range effects of the
boycott, but that the issue will
focus attention on obligatory retreats. This wlll lead to more inno·
vations and experiments in that
area. He asked the question ofhow
really effective was the boycott.
He offered an answer that maybe
it will dispel the captive audience
idea and lead to a "religious atmosphere."
Some will say the guts of the
issue lie in whether or not the students will pay the fines.
Fr. C. S. Besse, S.J.
Fr. Besse revealed that he had
had no knowledge of the boycott
prior to its execution. However, he
stated that he did not feel the boycott would have any long range
effects.
"The individual boycott itself
may be inconsequential," stated Fr.
Besse, "because it may not have
been the most instrumental cause
of the change."
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I find it encouraging that Fr.
O'Connor at the Community Conference urged the continuation of
the kind of thing that was done at
the conference. Perhaps this may
evolve into some sort of tri-partlte
body in which the various parts
of the university community could
on a regular basis communicate
with one another on problems of
mutual interest.
Dr. Henry Williams, Department
of Economics
Most people wlll conclude, and
probably correctly that the administration made an important
change because of pressure by the
students. This conclusion could
lead to a variety of possible effects;
some of them could be bad, some
of them might be good.
If there were a further crude
and unthlnJdng use ofsuch power,
that would be bad. If, however,
we were to pause and give very
serious thought to what we h:1ve
done, to what !his means in terma
of ultimate g.-als, and ways ofachlevlng these goals, then our
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Entertainment

A mixed bag this week, with
something for everyone.
New records: Peter, Paul, and
Mary with their characteristic effervescence on Late Again. Seldom
does an album come off so well
that all the selections are favored.
This ls one of those rare albums.
Tim Hardin has finally found a
group worthy of his efforts ascomposer. His ;;Reason to Believe" is
worked to their smooth new country-style backing, replete with
dobro and harmonica: shades of
John Wesley Harding. Sleeper album of the season: Noel Harrison's Santa Monica Pier.
MOVIES: For the old gutsystyle adventure yarn a la Rock
Hudson et. al. there is Ice Station
Zebra. It seems that for some totally unknown (and seemingly irrelevant) reason there is a secret
burled at the polar Ice cap, the
revelation of which could tip the
world balance of power one way
or the other. Thank goodness
Rock and sidekick Jimmy Brown,
trading his cleats for mukluks, are
on our side. Dirty Commies beware. In spite of the clnerama
treatment and the help of a few
eerie visual effects which do come
off, the outcome of the adventure
can be found in any old John
Wayne movie.
Carson McCullers's "The Heart
is a Lonely Hunter" falls to even
meet the melodramatic level of the

Joe Rosenbe!'ger
novel when applied to the screen.
Reason: all the Deep South characters are quasi-hips, stripped of
their original meaning, being
transplants into the 60's. The ending, the unexpected suicide by the
mute (which, Incidentally was the
one good point about the film,
Alan Arkin's uncanny ability to
be the character he portrays) puts
the whole show on the same level
as the four o'clock soap operas,
with one exception: they make no·
pretense at being art.
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Dr. William H. Lewis, one of
America's leading experts on Africa
and a member of the Policy Planning Staff of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, will speak at the
College of Mount St. Joseph on
Wednesday, Dec. 4 at 8 p.m. as
part of the college's International
Affairs Lecture Serles. His topic
will be "Africa's Role in United
States Foreign Policy." The lecture
is free and open to the public.
Editor and co-author of numerous books, author of many journal articles, Dr. Lewis has also
been an organizer and director of
the International Congress on
French-speaking Africa sponsored
by the Ford Foundation and the
African-American Institute.

Xavier University Graduate
School enrollment of 2866 students for the current semester
ranks It among the top four In size
In the State of Ohio, according to
a report issued by Dean Raymond
F. McCoy.
The enrollment figure, 9.4
percent larger than last year's and
an all-time high for the 22-year
old graduate program at Xavier,
includes 1409 students in education and 1098 In business administration. In both these areas
Xavier enrolls more master's degree students than any other university in Ohio, the report points
out.
Although Xavier Is a Roman
Catholic institution operated by
the Jesuit Fathers, a full 58 percent of the graduate student population is non-Catholic, a statistic
which Dr. McCoy says is indicative that the school's graduate contribution is to all segments of the
community.
"By scheduling courses in the
evenings and on Saturday mornings, Xavier continues to lead most
other universities In making
graduate education available to
employed adults," Dr. McCoy commented. Eighty-six percent of the
total enrollment is on a part-time
basis.
Other salient points In Dr. McCoy's report are:
• 280 business firms are represented in the graduate enrollment
with General Electrlc's 155 employees leading the way;
• Teachers in-service and
school administrators studying at
Xavier come from 25 Ohio counties and three states;
• or the 261 master of science
degree winners by June, 1967, 48

THE.SHIRT
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3616 Montgcmery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South or Dana
Few Blocks North of the Donn

BACHELOR SERVICE
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persons went on to earn Ph.D. degrees in chemistry and mathematics from 27 different universitles;
• In a recent listing of 16 administrative promotions In the
Cincinnati Public Schools, seven
hold master or education degrees
from Xavier;
• Growth of the graduate pro-

gram has been continual since 35
students enrolled for the fall semester of 1946 as contrasted to the
2866 current enrollment; and

• A significant number ol
graduate students commute from
40 to 120 miles each way to attend
classes on Saturday Including 248
from Dayton and 158 from the
Columbus area.
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During each full week of travel,
science educators are paid $63
subsistence, $25 premium pay
and lodging cost plus a minimum base salary of $600
monthly. Vehicle is provided
(with credit card).

731-1800

COVINGTON
712 Madison
261-7694

Open every night until Christmas

EXCEPTIONAL
EARNING OPPORTUNITY
for
Science teachers or science graduates to teach and travel in a
science lecture program of
nuclear education presented in
secondary schools throughout
the United States.
I.

Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations located in the New Jersey I New
York metropolitan area. On December 26-27 at the
Marriott Motor Hotel, intersection of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Saddle Brook, New Jersey.
For more details, including a listing of sponsoring companies, see your college placement
director-or write to the non-profit sponsor of the
second annual "Career-In": Industrial Relations
Association of Bergen County, P.O. Box 533,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662.
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The Fall Athenaeum

Ted Koebel
And on extremely close examination I would advise the author to
edit the line reading "almost every
day he was sober enough to" to
"almost every sober day."
In "A Death in the Family"
Mike Henson traces the reaction
or non-reaction of a country family
to the news of the death of the aged
and long hospitalized grandfather.
The stress Is on "non-reaction" and
I wonder if It is true to the characters and situation. My own experiences (It must be noted that
this is purely a subjective comment) lead me to believe that this
type of family has a stronger
patriarchal structure than is normal for the United States. However, my feelings could possibly
be attributed to a few too many
.Jimmy Stewart late nighters. Nonetheless, the story is well written
and the characters are good
sketches. But I still have a strange
feeling that It too strongly reflects
middle-<:lass notions of a foreign
situation rather than the real thing.
"Museums", contributed by
Frank Lienhart, volleys. between
forced and natural creation. The
dialogue between the child and his
father is contrieved and fails to
involve the reader. But the rest of
the story, which reflects a dialogue

In this edition of Tiie Atlzenaeum, which the reviewer was
graced to·see in such a rough copy
that old fashioned detective work
was needed to restore itscqngrulty,
all of the work Is of essentially
good quality. However, there was
a central drawback in that some
of the pieces were hampered by
not being worked on after composition and thus lacked polish.
"Dirty Eddy", a short prose
sketch of a loveable 'wind' who
resides in a Dempsey Dumpster,
is extremely good. The sketch,
while being as light and endurable
as Eddy himself, expertly conveys
the pathetic loneliness of his life.
Much to the credit of the author,
Brian Conley, this aspect comes
to the reader Indirectly. Rather
than being in focus (which Is reserved for Eddy's lightheartedness), it is an echo of a distant
suggestion made by the whole
sketch.
The only suggestion I would
have, and it is indeed a minor
one, would be to substitute a different phrase for the combination
of "so hannless ... so big, so
what ... " in the fourth paragraph. The repetition of the"so-·"
tends to sound jingllsh and interrupts the otherwise smooth ftow.

between the persona and the past,
Is completely in the tone of an Inner
search and carries an authenticity
that the child-father sequence lacks.
The poetry in this edition cannot be given proper credit within
the bounds of this review. I can
only say that It deserves to be
read, not just now, and not just
by someone who trips over some
copies stacked in Alter Hall. I personally would like to see two of the
poems published ln wider clrculatlon. Hague's "A Blt of a Trick
For a Symbolist" and Kane's
"Canto III from 'Plumes and
Prunes'" are both worthy oflarger
audiences.
Dick Hague's poem combines
an Interesting theme with sparkling
words and images and ls, without
any quallflcations, superb. There
ls only one weak line ln the whole
poem (something few contemporary poets could claim of their own
art). "They are neither here nor
there" doesn't keep up with the
freshness and impact of the rest
of the poem. But far be It from me
to even attempt to comparatively
equal substitute.
Dick Hague's poem combines
an interesting theme with sparkling
words and Images and ls, without
any qualifications, superb. There

ls only one weak line in the whole
poem (something few contemporary poets could claim of their own
art). "They are neither here nor
there" doesn't keep up with the
freshness and Impact of the rest
of the poem. But far be It from me
to even attempt to comparatively
equal substitute.
Daniel Kane's "Canto III" ls
the other expertly written poem
that deserves to be enjoyed by
many. He has caught the "feel"
of winter in his lines and expertly
encases an experience of most
everyone's life. It ls completely enjoyable and in the third and fifth
stanzas reaches out and captures
the mystery that is there. His
"Canto IV" reflects the previous
canto and can be seen to lend
clarity to stanza three.
"Street Song" (another selection
by Mike Henson) Is damaged by
conflicting images of the same
scene. The "carbed-<:herry" image
and the "pencilled sketch" image
are not compatible and one needs
to be sacrificed for the other.
"27 W. Merle St." (D. B. Conley) presents our era of doom for
the black man In the inner-<:ity.
The poem is strong and shows that
the author can match his thoughts
with adaptable words. But the ele-
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